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Details of Visit:

Author: poolman
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 2nd November 7pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sexysue4u.com/

The Premises:

Nice apartment in Liverpool, 3 minutes from an underground station. very safe & discrete.Pubs just
down the road.

The Lady:

Sue, early thirties, much better in the flesh than the photos, sexy. Shannon, 20s naughty blond with
great tits and a firm arse.

The Story:

Liverpool is pretty poor for parlours and (mostly) similar for escorts. I expect most people drive or
goto Manchester or Bolton for their fun.

I've never seen any parties being held in Liverpool, so was really surprised when I saw that Sue &
Shannon were planning one for November.

Great location, city centre, near to the business side of town and one of the train stations. Quiet,
parking nearby also.

Buzzed on the intercom, safe & easy to get into... no awkward getting past hotel reception. very
smart inside, main living room to relax in & have drinks & nibbles, 1 big bedroom & bathroom.

Since it was the first time for both girls in Liverpool, it was a little quiet, not a huge turnout, next time
hopefully more.. so this was a great chance for those that turned up to enjoy ourselves.

Sue looked very sexy in her undies, relaxed and obviously loves cocks (and pussies too). If you're
expecting a playmate, you'll be disappointed but if you've ever fancied a woman at work and wanted
to bend her over the photocopier or being sucked off by her, then Sue is the woman for you. A real
conisseur of the cock.

Shannon surprised me, a really hot blond, fab tits that just begged to have your face or cock
between them. They just have to be sucked. Gorgeous arse too. I didn't realise she did anal,
because she has a serious peach of an arse... really tight looking and very firm. Maybe next time.

Both girls sucked cocks like pornstars... really knew what to do.. lots of ball sucking, lots of tongue
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action. They also loved sharing cocks too. I think they genuinely just love the taste and were happy
to do oral until you came. I usefully prefer to fuck after a bit of oral but this was just far too
enjoyable... shannon gratefully swallowed most of it and then snowballed & snogged with Sue.

My kind of women!

Lots more fun to be had, including some very hard fucking with Sue,
and a nice leisurely double suck off to completely finish me off for the night. Legs like jelly but a big
smile on my face.

Great value too.

Hopefully, Sue & Shannon will be coming to Liverpool again, maybe December...
just upto the men of Liverpool to stand up & be counted so its worth the girls coming regularly.
This is one time we can't rely on Steven Gerrard to score for us!
Come on Liverpool. Its like donating blood but more fun.
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